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It is necessary to maintain a minimum of 6 participants for classes to continue. Classes that consistently have less than 
10 participants may be cancelled, with advance notice, at the discretion of the Head of the Department. 

Must be 13 or older to attend classes at ‘the studio’. We desire to give our members what they want. So vote with your feet!

gentle

is a high energy, fat burning class combining exercise techniques from the worlds of  
ballet, yoga and pilates.

combines the muscle-sculpting, core-firming benefits of Pilates with the strength and flexibility 
advantages of yoga. And, we crank up the speed to deliver a true fat-burning, low-impact workout that 

leaves your body looking long, lean, and incredibly defined.

targets muscles that support core strength and good posture. These exercises include muscles of the 
abdominal area, back, shoulders and pelvic floor. The focus of pilates training is to develop a strong and 

flexible body that moves with ease and grace.

makes you longer and stronger as you explore this journey of yoga and Pilates movements. Positive 
uplifting music, group dynamics and supportive instructors will increase cardio fitness, build strength 

and improve balance and flexibility.

is offered at varying levels, creating a workout that everyone will enjoy. Yoga is designed to balance the 
body and mind with a series of stretches and poses to enhance overall strength and flexibility.

 

is for those with minimal to no reformer experience. Receive a full body workout, build strong body 
awareness, increase coordination and improve flexibility.

builds upon the reformer 1 repertoire, adding increasingly advanced exercises.  
This is a higher intensity class focusing on endurance, increased repetitions, tempo variations and 

intermediate to advanced level exercises.

is designed for people who are part of an active aging community or for those who are returning to 
exercise after an injury and need additional rehabilitation.

 

uses the beauty of suspended aerial silks,allowing you to experience a blend of flexibility, strength and 
cardio as you stretch, dangle, and fly.  Use your silk hammock to assist you in yoga, strength and acrobatic 

movements as you defy gravity.  These silks will help you find full range of movement, release tension 
and heighten your mind-body connection.  Allow your body to feel graceful, alive and refreshed! 

Please no jewelry, clothing with zippers or exposed metal. 

Please wear full length pants and refrain from applying lotions before class.

Call customer service to learn about booking an aerial party for a night out with your friends! 


